2.
parthian sassanian
3.
Google Translate produce Sentence 2, leaving "Parthian" and "Sassanian" not translated. A good response might be a translation like Sentence 3 where all place names have appropriate transliterations (underlined). These transliterations can be more effectively retrieved from mixed code Web pages by extend each of the place names into a query (e.g., "Parthian NEAR "). Intuitively by requiring one of likely prefix transliteration morphemes (e.g., " " or " " for "par-" names), we can bias the search engine towards retrieving the correct transliterations (e.g., " " and " ") in snippets of many top-ranked documents. The method involves pairing up the prefixing morphemes between name and transliteration in a set of train data, calculating the statistical association for these pair, and selecting pairs with a high degree of statistical association. The results of this training stage are morphological relationships between prefixes and postfixes of names and transliterations. At run time, a given name is automatically extended into a query with relevant prefixing morphemes, then the query is submit to some search engine. After retrieving snippets from a search engine, the system extract transliterations from the snippets based on redundancy, proximity between name and transliteration, and cross language morphological relationships of prefix and postfix.
We present a new machine transliteration system based on information retrieval and morphological query expansion. The system automatically learns to extend the proper names into a query expected to retrieve and extract transliterations of the proper names. Consider the case of transliteration of "Parthian." The system looks at possible prefixes of the given name, including p-, pa-, par-, and part-, and determine determines the best n query expansions (e.g., "Parthian ," "Parthian "). These effective expansions automatically during training by analyzing a collection of 23,615 place names and transliterations pairs.
We evaluated the prototype system using a list of 500 proper names. The results show that 60% of the time there are sufficient relevant data on the Web to carry out effective machine transliteration based on IR and morphological query expansion. Of many results returned by the system, the top 1, two and three results are 0.88, 0.93, and 0.94. By performing query expansion, the system improves the recall rate from 0.48 to 0.60.
The results indicate that most names and transliteration counterparts can often be found on the Web and the proposed method are very effective in retrieving and extracting transliterations based on a statistical machine transliteration model trained on a bilingual name list. Our demonstration prototype shows alternative transliterations in use on the Web and snippets of such usage, so that the user can easily validate these transliterations.
The prototype supports:
• Searching and extracting transliterations of a given term • Listing alternative transliterations on the Web • Listing alternative transliteration in a local dictionary • Browsing of snippets containing for each alterative transliteration • Saving transliterations in a local dictionary • Selecting and saving transliteration in snippets to a local dictionary The method explored here can be extended as an alterative way to support such MT subtasks as back transliteration (Knight and Graehl 1998) and noun phrase translation (Koehn and Knight 2003) . Finally, for more challenging tasks, such as handling sentences, the improvement of translation quality probably will also be achieved by combining this IR-based approach and statistical machine translation. For example, a preprocessing unit may replace the proper names in a sentence with transliterations (e.g., mixed code text such as Sentence 4) on the fly or by looking up a local dictionary before sending it off to MT for finally translation.
4. The cities of prospered under and rule. Morphological query expansion represents an innovative way to capture cross-linguistic relations in name transliteration. The method is independent of the bilingual lexicon content making it easy to adopt to other proper names such person, product, or organization names. This approach is useful in a number of machine translation subtasks, including name transliteration, back transliteration, named entity translation, and terminology translation.
Demonstration Script
The system runs under Microsoft Windows as a local application program. It opens up a form and accepts a name for translation. The user can choose to search on the Web or to look up in the local dictionary for results previously obtained and edited.
The system now expanded the query and sending them to a search engine to retrieve snippets containing transliterations.
The system extracted transliterations from the snippets and showed the list of most likely answers.
The user can click each answer and view a list of snippets where the transliteration appears.
The performance can improved by clustering transliteration user can click each answer and view a list of snippets where the transliteration appears.
